
 
NYC-SPC 3 Day Workshop  

 
SCHEDULE 
 
Friday:  

● 6pm: Meet at classroom space in NoHo. (18 Bleecker Street, New York, NY, 10012). Lecture 
and introductions until ~9pm. 

● Bonus: Sebastian and Jorge will be spending the day shooting in the Midtown prior to the 
Lecture. If you would like to join us, feel free to give us a call or send us a text. Contact info 
listed below. 

 
Saturday: 

● 9am: Meet in the main lobby of the New York Public Library on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street 
(476 5th Ave, New York, NY 10018). The full group will gather here before breaking off to go 
shoot around specific areas in midtown. Jorge and Sebastian will be walking around these 
areas, observing and spending time shooting with participants. 

● 2pm Lunch: Meet outside Panera Bread located just south of the Empire State Building on 5th 
Ave..  

● 3pm: After lunch is finished, we will head back out to shoot until sundown. Jorge and 
Sebastian will outline a larger area for everyone to photograph, and give some tips on editing 
for those that might go home early. 

● 6pm: Meet back at the steps of the New York Public Library to wrap up the day. Jorge and 
Sebastian  will give tips on how to edit your day's photographs so you'll be ready to present for 
critique on Sunday. Everyone is welcome to continue shooting if they'd still like to, but this will 
be the final meetup of the day.  

 
Sunday: 

● 10am: Meet at classroom space in NoHo. (18 Bleecker Street, New York, NY, 10012). Jorge 
and Sebastian will make some suggestions and share where they plan to photograph, but 
everyone is encouraged to roam as they please during the final shooting session. Everyone will 
also grab lunch when and wherever they'd like, as long as they are back at the classroom on 
time.  

● 3pm: Meet back at the classroom in NoHo for final edit and critique. Photographs from the 
weekend will be compared to find overarching themes in everyone's work. Finish ~7pm. For 
those that need to leave earlier, we will make sure to critique your photos first.  

 
It is very important that you arrive at the meeting points on time. If you are late, expect that we have 
started moving and come find us or get in touch. 
 
Contacts : 

Jorge Garcia Sebastian Siadecki  

813-841-0240 201-739-6514  

jorge@photosbyjorge.com sebs26@gmail.com  

 
Times and Locations are subject to change. We will provide updates if any changes occur. 

https://maps.google.com/?q=18+Bleecker+Street,+New+York,+NY,+10012&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=42nd+Street+(476+5th+Ave,+New+York,+NY+10018&entry=gmail&source=g
https://goo.gl/maps/MbA7iiAYmtm
https://maps.google.com/?q=18+Bleecker+Street,+New+York,+NY,+10012&entry=gmail&source=g

